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What people Say:
Dita

Omigahhhhhhhhh!
This book is too much in all of the best ways. Vengeful, violent, over the top, and fabulous!!
I can TOTALLY imagine Quentin Tarantino rolling around in this book and sighing with pleasure.
Suspend disbelief and just get in there, this one is so much fun!!
Thank you to Hannah Capin, St Martin's Press and NetGalley for giving me this ARC in exchange
for an honest review!

Nilufer Ozmekik

Scary, bloody, violent retelling of teen Macbeth with the mash-up of Cruel Intensions, Riverdale,
Mean Girls, American Horror Story Coven and of course one of the best disturbing high school
movie Heathers!
So what do you think? Youre gonna be in or out! As a die-hard fan of all Shakespeare works, I took
my place at the back seat, flipping pages with distorted face, widen eyes and the thought balloons
appeared above my head says: WTH Im reading! Those teenagers couldnt be real human beings!
They
Scary, bloody, violent retelling of teen Macbeth with the mash-up of Cruel Intensions, Riverdale,
Mean Girls, American Horror Story â€œCovenâ€• and of course one of the best disturbing high
school movie â€œHeathersâ€•!
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So what do you think? Youâ€™re gonna be in or out! As a die-hard fan of all Shakespeare works, I
took my place at the back seat, flipping pages with distorted face, widen eyes and the thought
balloons appeared above my head says: â€œWTH Iâ€™m reading! Those teenagers couldnâ€™t
be real human beings!â€• They might have been produced in a lab by the protected genes of
famous serial killers including Manson, Dahmer and Wuornos!
So here is our cast:
Jade is our avenger, psychopath bitch a.k.a Lady Macbeth says who would have thought all these
boys to have so much blood in themâ€¦
Mack is our innocent(!), decent, unfortunately manipulated Macbeth
Heathers girls a.k.a Witches: Jenny, Summer and Mads
The kings a.k.a motherf.cker, despicable, dirty human wastes (I wish Jade give me some private
time with those boys because theyâ€™re winners of my punching, slapping, kicking, beating the shit
out of them contests! Iâ€™m volunteer to use them as decorative punch bags of my Fighting
Women Club and
Making Cupcakes Club â€“after burning so much energy, we get our treat!-)

Felicia

If Macbeth pulled a Kill Bill on the movie Heathers, Foul is Fair would be the scene of the crime.
This book is f*cked the f*ck up.
So, obviously, I LOVED IT!
Think Sadie by Courtney Summers on a meth binge.
This is a story about the ultimate revenge. And, much like Kill Bill and Heathers, it's over-the-top
craziness that couldn't possibly happen in real life, which is exactly how it should be told. This book
is a revenge fantasy and if you aren't chill enough to appreciate that style... well
If Macbeth pulled a Kill Bill on the movie Heathers, Foul is Fair would be the scene of the crime.
This book is f*cked the f*ck up.
So, obviously, I LOVED IT!
Think Sadie by Courtney Summers on a meth binge.
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This is a story about the ultimate revenge. And, much like Kill Bill and Heathers, it's over-the-top
craziness that couldn't possibly happen in real life, which is exactly how it should be told. This book
is a revenge fantasy and if you aren't chill enough to appreciate that style... well then, that sucks for
you.

Paromjit

In Los Angeles is a privileged group of mean and powerful teen girls, the world is their oyster until
Elizabeth Jade Khanjara, known as Elle, crashes a St Andrew's Prep Party on her sweet 16th
birthday, with her friends, Jenny, Summer and Mads. She is raped and assaulted by 4 boys after her
drink is spiked. Her memory fragmented and elusive, Elle becomes Jade, with her new short
revenge black hair, she is no victim, no survivor, and with the unswerving support of her loyal coven
of sisters, she
In Los Angeles is a privileged group of mean and powerful teen girls, the world is their oyster until
Elizabeth Jade Khanjara, known as Elle, crashes a St Andrew's Prep Party on her sweet 16th
birthday, with her friends, Jenny, Summer and Mads. She is raped and assaulted by 4 boys after her
drink is spiked. Her memory fragmented and elusive, Elle becomes Jade, with her new short
revenge black hair, she is no victim, no survivor, and with the unswerving support of her loyal coven
of sisters, she swears a raw, bloody, unforgiving take down of those who thought they could act with
such lawless, arrogant, impunity. They picked the wrong girl. In this feminist re-interpretation of
Macbeth, those familiar with the play will recognise quotes and characters from Shakespeare's play
in the novel.
As Jade enrols at St Andrew's as the new girl, the guilty parties have been identified, presided over
by king golden boy, Duncan, and his gang of corrupt lacrosse sport team jocks, with their rigid
ranked hierarchy. Until now, they have been the untouchables with their guaranteed golden futures,
not any more. Spells are cast, if fair is foul, then foul becomes fair as Jade and her coven scheme,
manipulate, and ruthlessly exploit the weaknesses of their enemies, choosing Andrew Mack as the
key weapon to bring about death, destruction, madness and mayhem. As fear and guilt begin to
insidiously take hold of Duncan and his boys, Jade and Mack become an item, prophecies are made
that tempt, corrupt and beguile, promising a new order to come. There are ghosts, daggers, and
hands that refuse to be washed of the glistening red blood as toil and trouble take over in St
Andrews.
Hannah Capin's prose is as sharp as broken pieces of jagged glass, poetic, and dramatic, all
primary colours and monochrome. She takes our contemporary world issues with its sports men and
others who have eluded justice when it comes to their unforgivably brutal crimes against women and
girls, and weaved a dark narrative of a no holds barred, blood thirsty revenge, drawing on Macbeth
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for its inspiration. Jade and her coven are not women that can be ignored, they are bright, intelligent
and deadly. You mess with them at your peril as Duncan and his group are to discover, but far too
late to save themselves. This is a compulsive and memorable read which I will not forget in a hurry.
Highly recommended. Many thanks to Penguin Random House UK for an ARC.

megs_bookrack

As a modern retelling of
, this is absolute genius.
On the night of her sweet sixteen, high schooler, Elle, along with her best friends, Mads, Summer
and Jenny, plan to crash a St. Andrews Prep party.
They are in the
As a modern retelling of
, this is absolute genius.
On the night of her sweet sixteen, high schooler, Elle, along with her best friends, Mads, Summer
and Jenny, plan to crash a St. Andrews Prep party.
They are in the highest of spirits, dressed to the nines, feeling like queens of their world. Nothing
can touch them. That's what they think anyway.
Then the golden boys, the wolf pack, of St. Andrews select Elle as their next victim.
Little do they know, they have chosen the wrong girl.
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